Conclusion
	The enormous power of the Catholic church world-wide is well known. Perhaps for this reason, the design of Catholic parishes is often assumed to have been 'dictated,' chapter and verse, from the diocese, if not from Rome. New writing such as Conzen' s "Making Their Own America: Assimilation Theory and the German Peasant Pioneer"1 has begun to suggest that this may not have been the case on the midwestern frontier. Repeating the structure used earlier in this work, I would now like to place the rural Indiana parish villages in context--first, in a historical context of Catholic settlement history as it relates to Indiana (patterns in time), then in a broader geographic context of parallel period Catholic settlement in nearby midwestern states (patterns in space).

The Missions of Southeastern Indiana: Patterns in Time
	In southern Indiana in the period 1830-1870, European born settlers usually approached from the east, overland from Baltimore, many stopping for some months to work in Cincinnati in order to amass the funds needed to purchase farms and the supplies needed for homesteading. Interestingly, at least some Europeans of the Protestant faith stopped for a period in Pennsylvania to work among German-speaking settlers of an earlier period, now well-established, before heading west to Indiana.2 A third point of
__________________
1 Conzen, Op. Cit.
2 Loraine Galle, interview with the author, March 16, 1994. Loraine, an experienced geneological historian in the local study area, has documented the route taken by families in her geneology, including the Hubers and the Siebenthalers. The families left Germany a year apart, but the first group was delayed by a storm, so they arrived about the same time, in 1828. The families worked in Pennsylvania 1828-31 before heading to southern Indiana. entry for European settlers was to come North upriver from the port of New Orleans.
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	No matter which route was taken for the larger part of the journey, the final leg of the trip was invariably the same for settlers of this period--from Cincinnati by boat to the port of Lawrenceburg and then north up present-day State Road 1 to Dover, a distance of only twenty-five miles but with a vertical rise of about six hundred feet.
	Land in the upland portions of the southwestern Whitewater River did not officially open for settlement until the Treaty of St. Mary's was signed in 18183, but it was not uncommon for pioneer families to find American squatters on their land when they arrived to take possession of it. Certainly, as discussed in the previous chapter, it is evident that land purchased by European-born immigrants during these years was closely circled by settlements and isolated farms already occupied by American-born families.
	The first Catholic settlers in the study area were Irish. The first known Irish settler, John Kelso, settled three-quarters of a mile northeast of present day Dover around 1813. The first Catholic congregation in southeastern Indiana was established about 1.820 at McKenzie's Crossroads-now Dover-by Irish Catholics from Maryland, and the first Catholic church was erected there in 1824.4
Catholicism is so strongly rooted in Cincinnati today that it is surprising to realize that it was not until December 1811 that we find evidence of the first tentative efforts by Catholics to organize there. Seven years passed
_______________
3 Gary Stanton, "Brought, Borrowed, or Bought: Sources and Utilization Patterns of the Material Culture of German Immigrants to Southeastern Indiana, 1833-1860." (Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana University, 1985), 37.
4 David S. Dreyer, "A History of immigration to the Batesville Vicinity," Indianapolis, Bredensteiner Printing Company, 1987.
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before a lot was acquired on the corner of Liberty and Vine for the purpose of erecting a church. By 1821, however, the Church saw enough promise in Cincinnati-due, in part, to increasing German immigration-that the city was designated an episcopal See, and the state of Ohio as its diocese. Michigan and the recently-designated Wisconsin were placed temporarily under the Bishop of Cincinnati, as well. 5
	In May 1834, Pope Gregory XVI at last determined to relieve the Bishop of Bardstown (Kentucky), whose Diocese had been established in 1808, of the burden of covering the vast territory which he had been assigned. The Pope established the Diocese of Vincennes, giving as its territory the State of Indiana and the eastern parts of Illinois.6 Originally, the Bardstown See had included Kentucky and Tennessee as its diocese, with 'temporary' administration of all the country northwest of the Ohio, including Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin--although, as stated earlier, Michigan and Wisconsin were re-assigned to the newly-created See of Cincinnati in 1821.
	Catholic histories credit the first Bishop of Vincennes, Simon William Gabriel Bruté de Remur, a native of Rennes, France--who was sent to Vincennes from the seat of the Archbishop of Baltimore-- with being the first Catholic to conduct missionary work in southeastern Indiana. He was 55 years old when he was installed as Bishop--having completed college, two years at Polytechnic, and medical school in France prior to entering seminary. Bishop Bruté received his medical degree in 1803, taking the highest prize in the college. He left a professor's chair in Rennes to accompany Bishop Flaget to America, completed a brief stint of missionary work on the Eastern Shore
___________________
5 John Gilmary Sheer, History of the Catholic Church within the limits of the United States, from the First Attempted Colonization to the Present Time , Vol. 3. (Rahway, NJ.: The Mission Company Press, 1890), 337-338.
6 Sheer, Ibid, 640.
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of Maryland, then served as professor at Mount St Mary's and President of St Mary's College, Baltimore. When called to Vincennes, Bishop Bruté first declined, but accepted when bulls were sent again.
	Perhaps a brief digression on the terms 'mission` and 'missionary' are in order. In its simplest sense, 'mission' refers to the sending out of persons by a religious organization to preach, teach, or proselitize. 'Missionaries' are the persons sent to do this work.
	Yet in both New Spain and New France, the term 'missionary' has usually referred to a religious figure sent out to convert non Christian indigenous people, and 'missionary work', in that context, thought to refer to an organized effort to spread Christianity. The term "missions' is now popularly perceived by many Americans to refer only to the ecclesiastical complexes constructed in the seventeenth century by the Catholic church in the American Southwest; this application even has a style named for it: Mission style.
	The 'missions' of southeastern Indiana do not fall within this popular frame of reference. In Catholic parlance, a 'mission simply refers to a district without a church of its own, served by a priest of a nearby parish. In the period 1830-1870, southeastern Indiana was filling up with European born Catholics and Protestants. Desperate for priests, regular services, and holy sacraments, the Catholic immigrants among these built log churches and waited for priests to find them. These rural, agrarian Catholics from the nation-states now included in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland came "not to establish something new but to re-establish something old"-an assertion
_________
7 Ibid., 643
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which, as immigration historian Mack Walker notes, "could never be said about the Irish. 8"
	One of the recurring themes in parish histories is the theme of the first sacred services beneath the branches of a tree. For example, the following account can be found in the 1919 Directory of St Peter's Church by Rev. John A. Kohlman: "It is related by trustworthy persons that before a priest visited Neuwallstadt, (now St. Peter) and for some time afterwards, until they had built a regular house of worship, these good people had decorated a large and partly hollow tree with various holy pictures and little religious emblems, and within the hollow had fastened a larger picture of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The tree and its surroundings thus received, as it were, an atmosphere of 'Sacredness,' which rendered the spot a more suitable one for religious gatherings:"9
	This account of the founding of Stallotown--now Minster (from Munster), in Putnam County, Ohio-resonates with the same spirit: "When the first Sunday came, Stallo, as leader, assembled the colonists around him. They were all Catholics; and in God's green wood in the shade of a great beech, they knelt down and thanked the Creator for his continued help."10 Northern European folk tradition is full of myths and legends about sacred trees and sacred groves, and there may be no other modern nation which expresses its reverence for trees in so consistent a fashion as late-twentieth century Germans do, with their immaculately-maintained forests and their traditional Sunday walks within them.
_________________
8 Mack Walker, Coming to America , p. 145.
9 Rev. John A. Kohlman, Directory of St. Peter's Church, 1919, 3.
10 Sister Mary Gilbert Kelly, Catholic Immigrant Colonization Projects in the United States, 1815-1860 (New York: United States Catholic Historical Society, 1939, 52-53).
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	The frequent association of parish 'founding legends' with services held under large, sheltering trees, suggests a collectively-shared connection between trees and the sacred which will be further emphasized by careful placement of trees in the design of parish villages, as we saw earlier.
	A number of stones have also persisted in parish histories about the rugged mission days without priests. For example, another passage from Rev. Kohlman's history of St. Peter's parish--originally named Neuwallstadt reads: "...It is also related as a true historical fact that the people of Neuwallstadt, including men, women, and children, and even mothers with infants in their arms, often instituted pilgrimages on foot through the dense forest and over rough paths to New Alsace, in order to attend divine services there..."11
	A more contemporary version of this theme re-states it as follows: "Catholic families from the present St. Nicholas area walked through the pathless forests, carrying their children in their arms and blazing a trail with hatchets in order to attend Mass in New Alsace.”12
	Catholic histories of the pioneer period also emphasized the hardships of life. For example, in Sheer's history, we find the following account of Bishop Brut: "While crossing Ohio by stage he was forced to ride outside, and, exposed to the bleak March winds, took a heavy cold, which finally settled on his lungs."13
Yet the early nineteenth century proved to be an extraordinarily exciting period for Catholic missionaries in the emerging republic. Many European-trained priests-John Neumann was probably among the first-
_______________
11 Kohlman, Ibid., 6.
12 Jim Ludeman, "Church Construction Followed Homes", to The Herald Tribune, Batesville, Indiana,. February 24, 1988, 2E.
13 Sheer, Ibid. p.646.
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came to the United States with a dream of working among the American Indians_ Almost immediately, however, Neumann's energies were redirected by his bishop towards working with poor Germans in upstate New York. Instead of studying Native American languages, Neumann learned eight European languages, including several Slavic languages and even Gaelic.14
	Similarly, when missionary Joseph Machebeuf volunteered for service in the US. in 1839, he was sent post-haste to the Ohio frontier. In Machebeuf s case, however, his work in Ohio was followed later in his life by over twenty years in the American Southwest and West.15
	Dominican missionary Samuel Mazzuchelli came to the U.S. in 1828 and began his work first among the Winnebago Indians on Mackinac Island, Michigan. But when European immigrants began pouring into the northwest territories in the 1830's and 40's, he found himself ministering to them, as well-ultimately accomodating Chippewa, Menominee, and Winnebago Indians, as well as American-born settlers and Irish, French-Canadian, and German immigrants within the boundaries of Upper Michigan, Wisconsin, and the Iowa frontier.16
	In southern Indiana of the 1830's, priests were in very short supply, and priests who spoke German, even rarer. A major obstacle to mission work in this period is that missionary priests sometimes did not speak the language (or languages) of their parishoners. Bishop Bruté wrote in 1838: "I cannot express the great sorrow I have experienced when, on visiting the Jasper
__________________
14 DoIores Lipton, Immigrants and Their Church (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1989), 9.
15 Liptak, Ibis., 2. Joseph Machebeuf was the vicar-general of the diocese of Santa Fe, then the first vicar-apostolic to the Colorado and Utah territories (1868-1887) and then Bishop of Denver.
16 lbid., 25.
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Mission, I celebrated the Sacred Mysteries in the presence of a great number of German Catholics but was unable to impart to them the saving words of our holy religion. After Holy Mass I wept bitter tears, raised my hands to heaven, and told my sorrow to my God."17
	In his letters to Bishop Resé, Bishop Bruté repeatedly refers to his need for priests, "No priests no one except those from other dioceses. Having come alone, I reside alone..." 18 Still, Bruté made repeated forays out into the countryside, trying "to form a definite idea of the scattered congregations of Catholics in Indiana and Illinois."19 At Fort Wayne, he found large numbers of Catholics who had not heard mass for seven months, but Bruté had no one to send to them. Many of these Catholics had already begun to build churches. In 1835, Bruté returned to France to seek funding and priests for his new Diocese. He returned a year later with funds secured from the Austrian Empress and Prince Metternich and with nineteen priests and seminarians.20
	In the earliest period of European settlement in the southeastern Indiana study area, approximately 1816 to 1835, the local agents of the Catholic church played very little part in organizing or directing European-born Catholics to specific sites or in helping them lay out their villages. As

17 Kelly, Ibid., 65. Taken from the Archdiocesan Archives of St. Louis, Bruté to Rosati, June 2,1838.
18 Shea, Ibid., p. 643. Catholic missionaries were asked to cover enormous territories throughout their history in the New World; it was extremely difficult to convey the vastness and impassibility of the wilderness to Church leaders in Europe. Thus, a diocese consisting of five midwestern states, administered by a handful of priests, did not seem unreasonable to Church leaders on the continent, given that the actual number of documented Catholics was quite low. Priests often experienced great loneliness, as well, working in isolated areas and without the companionship of others of their background.
19 Shea, Ibid., 642.
20 Ibid., 643.
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we have seen, the enormous territory to which Bishops were appointed, the location of the Indiana/ Illinois see in Vincennes-far across the state from local lands-and the lack of priests to cover the territory meant that parishoners were on their own during these early years.
	When at last Bruté returned to America with priests, missionary journeys into southeastern Indiana were finally possible, and exuberant accounts of "finding" Catholics, some already building churches, began to appear in the writings of priests:  "Log churches rose to gather the faithful, or, where Catholics were better endowed, churches of frame or brick, at Evansville, Jaspers, Lanesville, New Alsace, Oldenburg, in Vigo County. "21
	As mentioned earlier, the first Catholic parish in the area was St. John's, at MacKenzie Crossroads (now Dover), founded 1820, and the first log church had been built by 1824. New Alsace and Yorkville were founded in 1833, both by settlers from Alsace, then St. Nicholas in 1836 by Catholics from Baden. 22 These earliest Catholic settlements probably began as examples of 'chain migration; rather than through ecclesiastical direction--that is, a few individuals from the same village or parish in Europe purchased land on the American frontier, then wrote home, encouraging their families and friends to join them. Selection of land or direction to particular tracts of land does not appear to have been coordinated by the Catholic church in these early years.23 This is the same pattern documented in another well-known settlement of German Catholics approximately 110 miles to the southwest of New Alsace, as the crow flies-Jasper, Indiana. Rothan, in The German Catholic Immigrant in the United States,24
21 Ibid., 645.
22 Dreyer, Ibid.
23 Emmet H. Rothan, The German Catholic Immigrant is the United States, 1830-1860, 36.
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informs us that the first German Catholics there were twelve families from Baden, who arrived about 1836. "The following year the families had increased to twenty, and the bishop sent Father Mauritius de St. Palais to take care of the mission. The German Catholics had meanwhile built a small log church, even though they had no resident priest. In 1838 the settlement was blessed with the visit of a German-speaking priest, Joseph Ferneding, and by that time the congregation included about fifty families. "25
	In this part of DuBois County, Indiana, just as in the Franklin-Dearborn-Ripley-Decatur county study area, German Catholics were buying land, establishing communities, and building churches before the official Catholic hierarchy had even 'found' them.26
	By the beginning of 1837, however, the Catholic church hierarchy was beginning to exert its influence in southeastern Indiana--in large part, because Bruté had brought back priests from France and trained them to do missionary work, but also because a few priests from seminaries in Europe or Maryland had relocated to the Bardstown and Vincennes Dioceses. One of the first of these was Rev. Joseph Ferneding, who had 'found' a group of Catholics from New Alsace in the following manner. "Father Ferneding, who became the first resident priest of New Alsace, was crossing the Whitewater River from New Trenton, Franklin County, when he met two men, John Hiemburger of Yorkville and Ripperger of Blue Creek (St. Peters).
__________________
24 Rothan, Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 The primary travel routes in the 1820's and 30's were rivers and other waterways-plus, the earliest Indiana settlements had been by the French in the northern and western parts of the state. For these reasons, the Catholic missionaries gave all their early attentions to older French settlements and to those accessible by river.
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Hearing them speak German, he asked them whether there were any Catholics in the neighborhood. The men informed him that they were Catholics from NewAlsace..."27
	As a result of this chance encounter, New Alsace became the first mission in southeastern Indiana to have its own resident priest.28 Ferneding probably chose New Alsace, rather than the older church at nearby Dover, for his home Church, since he was from Oldenburg, Germany and was therefore more closely tied by language and tradition to Alsatian than Irish settlers. From the New Alsace Catholics, Ferneding learned of other small Catholic settlements; he is credited locally with the name 'Apostle of the Germans,’ because he helped organize no fewer than ten parishes in southeastern Indiana, nearly all of them German: New Alsace, MacKenzie's Cross Roads (Dover), St. Peter, St. Nicholas, St. Joseph (in St. Leon), St. Mary of the Rocks (Haymond), Holy Family (Oldenburg), St. Martin (Yorktown), St. Maurice (Napoleon), and St. Charles (Millhousen)--all within the study area-and also ministered to smaller groups of Catholics in Abington, Richmond, and Lawrenceburg, which are just outside its boundaries.29 Since he left Indiana in 1842 to work in the Cincinnati Diocese, Ferneding's missionary activity in this brief eight year period, and covering a radius of about forty miles, must have been intense.30
27 Anthony Fette, History of New Alsace, Indiana (St. Meinrad, 1951), 83. I encountered this source in Gary Stanton's Brought, Borrowed, or Bought: _Sources and Utilization Patterns of the Material Culture of German Immigrants in Southeastern Indiana, 1833-1860. Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1985.
28 Shea, Ibid., 646.
29 The parish at Abington no longer exists, although the old frame church which still stands there may be from Ferneding's time. 
30 "St. Peter Catholic Church, 1833-1983" (Louisville: Church Directory Publisher, 1983), 10.
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	Ferneding, although only 34 years old in 1836, was apparently extremely persuasive. In this year, he convinced two Cincinnatians of German descent, john H. Ronnebaum and John H. Flaspohler, to buy a large tract of land in Ray township, Franklin County, and lay out the town of Oldenburg. These nineteenth-century speculators platted the town and sold lots, reserving one for the Church. Some accounts of the promotion of Oldenburg state that Ferneding directed Catholic settlers at Harrison, Ohio to Oldenburg; others claim that Oldenburg promoters would wait at the Ohio river, inviting German Catholics to settle there 31 

Missions of the Ohio/ Indiana/ Illinois / Frontier: Patterns in Space
	In fact, the settlement pattern of Catholic parish villages was shaped first and foremost in the 1830's by the individuals and families who founded them, despite the strong financial and personal leadership which agents of the Catholic church offered soon afterwards and which soon folded into patterns set by first settlers.
	In the 1830's, when Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois were part of the western frontier in the United States, a number of German Catholic immigrants--working independently of one another-each envisioned building an ideal community in the wilderness. This dream was based in part upon ideal communities ‘back home' in Baden, Alsace, or Bavaria (whichever nation-state qualified as 'home'), for it assumed a culturally homogeneous core of people-usually German or French speakers from
____________________
31 Frederickson, Jim, "Faith of Settlers built Holy Family," in The Herald Tribune, Batesville, Indiana, February 24,1988,2E. The passage reads: "While the community built its church, residents were busy along the Ohio River enticing other German Catholic immigrants to settle in Neu Oldenburg."
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closely connected nation-states on the continent, people who shared at least some customs and values in common.  Dominant among the items of shared culture was the Catholic faith, closely followed by a desire to live in a close-knit and cooperative agricultural community, overseen by the benevolent guidance of the Church.
	Overlaid upon this vision of an old-world village was the new-world hope of economic prosperity for all--in particular, the opportunity for everyone to own land, to expand holdings as needed, and to establish family farms. Although some immigrants came to the United States during this period to escape conscription into the Army, or to gain greater religious freedom, the vast majority came in order to be able to buy their own farms and to work for themselves. Many were non-inheriting children of farmers in a culture where the youngest son inherited.32
	Kelly's history, Catholic Colonization Projects in the Muted States, 1815-1860 tracks the progression of Catholic settlement over time. The term 'colonization’ in the title is slightly misleading, for as the author notes in her first chapter, "Regret has often been expressed that the Catholic Church in Europe did not do something toward directing Catholic immigration into America during the middle decades of the past century..."33 Due to the vast territory open to settlement and the limited availability of priests, the Catholic Church did not supervise, coordinate, or finance the migrations of European Catholics during the early part of the nineteenth century, although their Catholic presence and leadership would increase with each succeeding decade. However, as Kelly notes, two major contributions were made to the
______________
32 Conzen, Ibid.
33 Sister Mary Gilbert Kelly, Catholic Colonization Projects is the United -States, 1815-1864. ( New York: The United States Catholic Historical Society, 1939), 3.
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re-settlement of Catholics during this period by the Catholic Church in Europe: the sending of priests, and the financial contributions made by three European Mission Societies to the building of churches and schools in the new world. 34
	Based on my reading of Kelly's account of Catholic settlements during the 1815-1860 period, I propose that in the decade 1830-1840, on the Ohio/ Indiana/ Illinois frontier, among people of German/French/Swiss origin, the rural Catholic parish village emerged as a significant new American settlement type-one which is distinctive and exemplified abundantly throughout the enormous mid-section of the United States. Prior to 1820, American Catholicism remained centered in the upper South-- especially in Maryland and Kentucky--and had a decidedly southern flavor, with priests and nuns owning slaves and running plantations. Although the Jesuit chapels on plantations in rural Maryland did eventually evolve into something like parish villages by the 1760's, this early version of the American parish was so strongly based on southern U. S. settlement patterns that when plantation economies and slave labor were no longer economically viable, that early model of the American parish village no longer made sense, and it left no legacy. In particular, the enormous distances between chapels would never have worked in the dense forests of the inland frontier.35
	Colonial Pennsylvania responded to the earliest wave of German Catholics with the first German parish, Holy Trinity, which was organized in 1787, in Philadelphia. According to Catholic historian Jay Dolan, "in Pennsylvania, the parish had served as the vehicle for building community
__________________
34 Kelly, Op. Cit., 4. The three mission societies were (1) The Society for the Propogation of the Faith (at Lyons and Paris) and (2) the Leopoldinen-Softung (at Vienna) and (3) the Ludwig-Mlssionsverein (at Munich).
35 Jay P. Dolan, The American Catholic Experience. 123.
36 Dolan, Op. Cit., 130.
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from the very beginning, especially in the urban villages of Philadelphia and Lancaster."37
	Dolan makes the case that German Catholics had greater independence and initiative than other ethnic groups (for example, compared to the Irish) in the organization and management of their parishes:
It is often the laity who organized the parish, staffed its ever-present school, and ran the affairs of the parish.38
	Dolan suggests that two of the key reasons for this may be that (1) parishes in 'the old country' were often parishes of this type, and (2) there were far too few priests and bishops at this time to exert any control over parish decisions. Although these colonial Pennsylvania parishes were quickly absorbed into the urban structure of the cities, and are not easy to compare to rural parishes of this study, they are clearly early versions of the type of parish which rural Germans would re-invent during the 1830's in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois: congregational parishes, organized and run by the laity, with the parish serving as the center of a shared community life.39
	According to Kelly, ten parish villages were organized in the 1830's in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. All lie within fifty miles of the old National Road. They are listed below, along with the place of origin of their founders or earliest residents.40 A few missions were also springing up during the 1830's in upstate New York and in Pennsylvania, and there was one in Michigan. Some of those from an earlier period were developing into full fledged parishes, as well.
_______________
37 Dolan. Ibid., 89.
38 Dolan, The American Catholic Parish: A History from 1850 to the Present., 304.
39 Dolan, Ibid., 89,114,129-30,168.
40 Kelly, Op. Cit.
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Parish Villages Founded in the 1830's in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.41
place				year		founder' place(s)of origin
Porrentruy, IN			1830		Belgian French, Swiss
Highland, IL			1831		Swiss (Lucerne) Baden, Bavaria
the "Shelby settlement," OH	1833		Swiss
Minster, OH			1833		Damme parish, Oldenburg Münster
Glandorf, OH			1834		Osnabruck (Hanover)
Oldenburg, IN			1836		Oldenburg
Germantown, IL			1836		Osnabruck (Hanover)
Jasper, IN			1836		Baden
Leopold, IN			1836		Belgium, Lyons, France also German
Salute Marie, IL			1837		Alsace (town: Hagenau)
Teutopolis, IL	1839	Hanover, Oldenburg; Westphalia
_____________
41 Kelly, Ibid. Please note that Kelly describes Oldenburg as the parent village, from which many others sprang. In fact, although Oldenburg has become the center of Catholic life in southeastern Indiana, Oldenburg is not the oldest parish village in this area, nor was it the earliest 'parent' of many.
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However, Catholic settlements in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois appear to be the most concentrated.
	Around nearly all of the parish villages listed here which survived (Porrentruy, lN. did not), a number of additional parishes were also founded, resulting in 'clusters' of parish villages which together create a larger community. This network then makes possible the yearly parish picnic and other events requiring cooperation among parishes, and it creates a small Catholic region.
	Kelly uses the term 'mother congregation' to describe this growth pattern, as in "eight parishes had been formed from the mother congregation."42 This is a recurring theme in her work, and all of the early parish villages listed are described as parents to other, later parishes. This term is appropriate in the sense that the priest from an early church may serve several missions which are founded afterwards. New settlers may attend an established church until their mission church is completed. However, it is not accurate to suggest that parishioners from the early church may split off to form new parishes. At least in southern Indiana, that is not the case. Each parish was founded separately by small groups of settlers, often from different nation states. Catholics preferred to buy land, if possible, near a place were other Catholics were already settled so that a priest would be available to attend to their mission, when it was built.  And, of course, settling near other Catholics made it easier to imagine a real Catholic presence in this mostly-Protestant landscape.
	Kelly offers brief histories of each of these parishes in Catholic Immigrant Colonization . I would like to briefly summarize four of these,
___________
42 Kelly, Ibid., 56-7. Refers to Minster. Ohio.
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in order to describe the range of settlement patterns among the twelve parishes discussed here.
	Minster, Ohio was founded by From Joseph Stallo, a printer with an interest in stories of settlement in the United States. He was harassed and eventually jailed by officials in Oldenburg and Hanover for printing fliers promoting the advantages of life on the U. S. western frontier. By 1831, he had decided to emigrate. He went first to Philadelphia, then to Cincinnati where he met Father Résé. Stallo proposed founding a Catholic colony and asked assistance from Résé.43 Together, they organized a small group of settlers, who met to elect their scouting team.
	Stallo and another settler, Brockman, rode out "where Congress land was still to be purchased"44 and selected their site. In 1832, a group of peasants and artisans from Damme and Twistringen settled on this land, calling it "Stallotown" at first, for their founder. However, it was not until 1836 that the parish received a priest. 45
	Glandorf, Ohio was actually founded by a priest, Father Horstmann, "who it is said seeks a good forest paradise for himself, to which he will soon bring other Catholics to settle."46 Horstmann emigrated in 1833, with the intention of using his inheritance to found a Catholic settlement. Interestingly, Rev. Résé of Cincinnati put Father Horstmann in touch with Stallo and his community as an example of such a Catholic colony, and Horstmann visited Stallotown in December 1833.47
43 Kelly, Ibid., 48-103.
44 Kelly, Ibid., 51.
45 Ibid., 56-7.
46 Ibid., 58. From Berichte der Leopoldinen Stiftung im Kaiserthume Osterreich, IX 21. 
47 Ibid., 59.
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	Many Catholic historians have remarked on the relative independence with which priests operated during this period. Most acted as 'itinerant clergy’, traveling from one county to the next, each carrying his chalice and vestments with him.48 Although these priests usually relied on the local bishop for financial aid, Horstmann apparently was less dependent in this sense, and enjoyed considerable latitude in his endeavor.
	Glandorf offers the interesting example of a priest acting more as an individual than as a priest, an idealist with a vision of a religious community, even willing to spend his own money to achieve this goal. Father Horstmann recruited settlers and promoted his community to a greater extent than is documented for other villages„ as well.49
	Jasper, Indiana is unusual among this group of villages in that it began in a town founded by non-Catholics, in which Catholics gradually gained dominance. Jasper also began receiving visits from clergy quite soon after its first Catholic settlement-about three years later and it had a very strong priest, Father Kundek, who took charge of the management of the parish much more forcefully than in other villages so Germantown, Illinois, got its start in 1834 when two young Hanoverian immigrants on a hunting trip with an English friend, Thomas Johnson, came across a beautiful landscape called Shoal Creek, occupied by five American families. The Germans, Ferdinand Boehne and Friedrich Hemann confided to their friend that they dreamed of becoming farmers in such a locale. Johnson advanced them the money to purchase fifty acres from the American settlers, and Boehne and Hemann quickly notified friends and
_______________
48 Stephen J. Shaw, "The Establishment of Parish Life in the U. S., 1604-1914", in Jay P. Dolan, The American Catholic Parish, 286. 
49 Kelly, Ibid., 58-61.
50 Ibid., 54-74.
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family in St. Louis and in Germany that "they intended to establish a German Catholic colony at Shoal Creek."51 Although repeated efforts were made to obtain a priest for the colony, early settlers struggled to resolve such difficult issues as paying off their debt for the purchase of lands for the church, agreeing upon the best location for the Church, and the election of Trustees, all within the first five years of the colony, prior to obtaining a priest.
	Saints Marie, located in Jasper County, Illinois, was founded by a young Alsatian, James Picquet, in part the result of a search to find land for his father and two uncles. Picquet's first trip to the United States, in 1835, took place when he was only nineteen, but he apparently met Rev. Francis Guth in Philadelphia, who advised him on the selection of lands for Picquet's 'great project’ to found a colony. In one of his letters to Picquet, Father Guth advises:
...in order to be a success, they (immigrations) must be made on a large scale so that there would be a considerable number of diligent families who would stay together and who would never lose sight of religion and education. A single man can do nothing...52
The values suggested in this letter are completely at odds with the cult of the American individualist
	The Catholic colonies of the 1830's which sprang up on the western frontier were varied in their founding stories, but they do have several features in common. First, they were founded by individuals or small groups from nation states lying in close proximity in Europe, places with strong traditions of lay involvement in church activities. Second, the colonies were all founded with similar visions of a rural Catholic utopia in the new world.
_____________
51 Ibid, 86.
52 Ibid, 93.
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Third, although clergy were sometimes involved in an advisory capacity during the planning stages of these colonies-in one case, that of Glandorf, a priest served as founder--in the majority of the colonies, settlers planned and built their villages, including roads, churches, schools, and farm buildings during a three to six year period before Catholic leadership appeared on the scene.
	It may seem odd to speak of a 'rural Catholic utopia ; since the Catholic Church was in a way the symbol against which many utopian groups of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century protested--particularly its ornament and ceremony, its perceived distancing of the people from God through the agency of the priest, its repression of women, and so on. Those renowned utopian movements such as the Shakers and the New Harmonists often broke away from established religious organizations like the Catholic church and founded new settlements in the wilderness, based on religious ideals of self-sufficiency, cooperation, and living in harmony with the land. Yet this is precisely what the Catholic visionaries did, although this approach was a more conservative approach. As we noted earlier, the rural Catholic settlers wanted to re-create what they'd experienced in European parish villages, but with better economic prospects. They longed for the private ownership of property which had been denied them, but their rural life was, despite this, intensely communal, featuring shared labor for farming and construction and a shared focus on religion at the center of their lives. Like other utopians, these Catholic idealists were driven to leave their familiar surroundings and create a new world, but they did not reject any part of the old world except its exclusion of themselves as landowners.
	And what of the parish village type and church type that developed in the southern Indiana study-area-are they German? American? or Catholic?
[202]
Threads of all three cultures ('The Catholic College will not be content with presenting Catholicism as a creed, a code, or a cult. Catholicism must be seen as a culture."53) can be traced in the evolution of these types. For example, in the parish village design, the hierarchy is Catholic, the linearity both German and American, the attention to natural siting and especially trees, German, and the spreading out to fill the landscape, American. In the parish church design, the ornate interiors are most likely Catholic (with many religious objects imported from Germany), its form, American, and its expert masonry, German.
	The artistry of the mason is found, as I demonstrated, on all sixteen of the local parish churches. Interestingly, the other place one finds it, in a slightly different form, is on a few of the German Protestant churches of the same period. Examining the drawings of St. Peter Evangelical Protestant Church in Klemme's Corner alongside St. Peter's Catholic Church, one can see the simplicity of a 'panelized' effect in brick on both front and side elevations of the Protestant church, compared to the pilaster and corbeled cornice details on the Catholic church. I could find no comparable brick detailing on non-German churches in the study area.
__________________
53 Dolan, The American Catholic Experience, Op. Cit. 351. Quoted in Philip Gleason, "In Search of Unity: American Catholic Thought, 1920-1960," Catholic Historical Review, Vol. 65, no. 2 (April 1979), 198.
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	It will remain for future scholars to examine the other parish villages of the 1830'x, and all the other sister parishes which now surround them, to see whether they are designed in patterns similar to those found in southeastern Indiana or whether they developed unrelated types. Although I would not be surprised by either finding, I would certainly anticipate that each cluster of parish villages which grew up around each early church on Kelly's list would be designed within a shared type.
	For these are folk communities, by almost any definition, and their parish villages and churches are folk art. I like Glassie's 'radical' definition: "folk art is communal, spiritual, conservative, local, and participatory."54 The religious folk art spills out exuberantly into the parish village landscape, where you'll find roadside shrines and shrines to the Blessed Mother. It is everywhere evident in people's homes, as well, in the form of religious 'assemblage'--prints, statues, children's first communion photos, and mementos arranged together in the living room, or in the family room. It even follows the faithful to the cemetery, where grave markers are artfully wrought in stone and iron.
	In the period 1780-1830, southeastern Indiana was a part of the western frontier, seen as land through which one might profit. Many of the earliest landholders were U. S. soldiers who received land in payment for their services during the war of 1812, most of whom sold it at a profit after a year or two. Others were farmers and businessmen like the Lawrences, whom we
________________
54 Henry Glassie, The Spirit of Folk Art: The Guard Collection at the Museum of International Folk Art (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1989), 31.
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met in Chapter One, seeking their fortunes in land speculation For the most part, it might be described as an 'opportunistic 'landscapes
	With the arrival of German immigrants starting in the 1830's, a second landscape was created within the first--a religious or perhaps a 'utopian' landscape, shaped almost entirely by small groups of Protestants and larger groups of Catholic vying for space, for material expression of identity--for a sacred order.
__________________
55 Gary Stanton, Ibid., 82. Stanton's study documents the boom in land speculation of this period in the study area, including the fact that many more towns were platted than were ever occupied.
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